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Like any other student, I stepped into BILS in 1996 expecting a set of strict teachers with a
commercial outlook. But just in a day I realized that BILS would be my second home. Deepali
mam gave us such an inspiring talk that we all wished we could be lawyers the very next day. At
the end of the day it was easy to decipher that the teachers not only taught law but were also
moulding our personalities to be better adults. "Well wishers" is an understatement. I have never
seen a teacher fret when approached with doubts. Staff room was not hostile area. Instead it was
the thought provoking room. In school we always avoided the "princi". But in BILS Alur sir was a
magnet. We were free to barge in to his chambers and we never left without a solution. Without

doubt he made BILS a Temple of learning in the true sense. I would love to get back to college.
My note will be incomplete if I do not mention Sapna mam. We really looked forward to her
classes simply because her classes were thought provoking contrary to mere listening and
noting. We learnt by answering questions. Today i can say with all humility that I am successful
professional because the values inculcated by BILS remain in my heart, mind and soul.

